
PIRT for 4S BDBA

5 PIRT FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE EVENT

5.1 EVENT DEFINITION

The 4S design incorporates inner and outer tube failure detection systems. Unless either the
inner and outer tubes fail simultaneously, or one tube failure detection system fails in addition to
the other side tube failing, a complete penetration tube failure would not occur and lead to a
sodium-water reaction. Therefore, the frequency of a sodium-water reaction event is extremely
low and it is identified as a BDBA.

Various investigations of the causes of SG tube failures in fast reactors have been documented.
For example, the report [5-1] by CRIEPI regarding the reliability of SG evaluated the operating
experience for major failure cases including failure modes for water leakage from double-wall
tubes and the evaluation of failure frequency.

One of the objectives of this PIRT is to define the representative accident scenario with regard
to the SG tube failure accident for 4S. Therefore, it is necessary to define the functions or
components that are relevant to the representative accident scenario.

Existing tube failure data for fast reactors were analyzed and the possible failure causes for
double-wall tubes were discussed by Toshiba engineers and IRAP. As a result, some failure
causes that would have a high relative likelihood of causing failure were selected. However the
occurrence frequencies of those selected failure causes are extremely low. At the same time,
the consequences obtained after each failure cause differs little and a dominant failure cause
does not exist.

SWR is the phenomenon that occurs after penetration leakage of an SG tube. In the PIRT,
phenomena relating to the consequences of an SWR must be analyzed and discussed. The
leak rate, leak hole size, and leak location are the important variables to be considered in
determining the consequences of an SWR. These items depend greatly on the failure causes,
while the failure causes themselves do not have a direct effect on the consequences of the
SWR. Therefore, failure causes for the initiating event are analyzed and discussed in detail
separately, to clarify the conditions that cause the SWR, and then the PIRT, which treats the
event after penetration leakage occurs, is performed. On the other hand, the consequences of
an SWR could be different due to the range of leak rates of water/steam. Therefore, the
consequences are analyzed for different leak rate ranges, and the PIRTs are developed for the
consequences of the significant leak rates that would have an effect on the SWRs.

As described above, definition of the initiating event and creation of the PIRT, which treats the
event after penetration leakage, are conducted separately. In this section, both the definition of
the initiating event and the event definition after penetration leakage are described. For the
definition of the initiating event, SG tube failure causes that would lead to an SWR are clarified.
On the other hand, the event definition after penetration leakage is discussed with respect to
different water/steam leak rates. Analysis of the failure causes is described in subsection 5.1.1,
and the scenarios of each leak rate of water/steam are described in subsection 5.1.2.
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5.1.1 Definition of Causes in Initiating Event

In creating the PIRT to address the scenario after penetration leakage, which is described in
subsection 5.1.2, it is first necessary to focus on the tube failure mode. The tube failure mode is
important for understanding the probable combination of cause and position of the tube failure.
This section describes the clarification of the failure mode.

The procedure to define causes of the initiating event is as follows:

1. List candidate phenomena for failure cause: corrosion, stress corrosion cracking (SCC),
thermal expansion, thermal transient, dryout/departure from nucleate boiling (DNB),
flow-induced vibration (FIV), droplet flow, galling, and fretting.

Here, an initial welding defect or a material defect, both listed as failure causes in
Reference [5-1], are not included in the list of potential candidates since they are causes
pertaining to quality assurance and they alone do not result in any failure.

2. List candidate locations for the leak hole: tube sheet, tube/tube sheet weld, tube-tube weld,
tube base material, and tube support.

3. Create tables showing phenomena as column entries and leak location as row entries for
inner tube, outer tube, and common-cause failure, respectively.

4. Populate the three tables by ranking each item using Toshiba and outside experts.

The results for inner tube, outer tube, and common-cause failure are shown in Tables 5.1-1,
5.1-2, and 5.1-3, respectively. The entries in the tables indicate the degree of the relative
likelihood of this mechanism causing failure. Entries "1," "2," "3," and "4" mean high, medium,
low, and very low, respectively. Numbers with a percentage sign in parentheses are the results
identified by CRIEPI [5-1].

SCC is cited as a failure cause for the inner tube because only the inner tube is exposed to a
steam-water environment. Low strain velocity tension tests and SCC tests have been conducted
under SG standard conditions in Japan [5-2]. The test results for Mod. 9Cr-I Mo, which is used
as the tube material in the 4S SG, indicate that this material is rarely failed by SCC. Therefore, a
rank of failure likelihood of 4 is assigned. The CRIEPI report does not include the results
relevant for this material. Also. an SCC test for the weld region was conducted [5-2]. If
stress-relief annealing is conducted at the weld region, it is shown that the weld region in the
tube will not be subject to SCC. If stress-relief annealing is not conducted sufficiently at the weld
region, there remains the possibility for the weld region of the tube to undergo failure by SCC.
Therefore, a rank of failure likelihood of 3 is assigned.

The resulting combinations important as initiating events with high relative likelihood are shown
in Figure 5.1-1.
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Table 5.1-1. Ranking Table to Define Cause in Initiating Event (Inner Tube)

_Phenomena

Thermal Thermal Dryoutl
Leak Location Corrosion SCC Expansion Transient DNB FIV Droplet Flow Galling Fretting

Tube sheet 4 3 4 3 .-...

Tube/tube sheet weld 3 3(38%) 3 1 - 3 - - -

Tube-tube weld 2 3 3 3(7%) 1 3 3 - -

Tube base material 3 4 (3%') 4 4 2 3 3 - -

Tube support - - - - - -

Note:
1. Two cases described as tube support weld for leak location in the CRIEPI report are also included.

Table 5.1-2. Ranking Table to Define Cause in Initiating Event (Outer Tube)

Phenomena

Thermal Thermal Dryout/

Leak Location Corrosion SCC Expansion Transient DNB FIV Droplet Flow Galling Fretting

Tube sheet - 3 2 - -..

Tube/tube sheet weld - - 1 2 - 3 - - -

Tube-tube weld - - 3 3 - 3 - - -

Tube base material - - 4 4 - 3 - - -

Tube support - 4 4 - - - 2 2
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Table 5.1-3. Ranking Table to Define Cause In Initiating Event (Common-Cause Failure)

Phenomena

Thermal Thermal Dryoutl

Leak Location Corrosion SCC Expansion Transient DNB FIV Droplet Flow Galling Fretting

Tube sheet 4 4 4 4 .-...

Tube/tube sheet weld 4 3 2 2 - 4 - - -

Tube-tube weld 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 - -

Tube base material 4 4 4 4 3 4 (2%') 4 - -

Tube support - - 4 4 - - - 2 2

Note:
1. One case described as tube support weld for leak location in the CRIEPI report is also included.
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Location: Tube-to tube sheet weld zoneI Location: Tube-totube sheet weld zone1Cause: Thermal transient Cause: Thermal expansion

SLocation: Tube-to tube weld zone

Cause: Dryout/DNB

Figure 5.1-1. Combinations of Initiating Events for Inner/Outer Tube Failure
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5.1.2 PIRT to Identify Phenomena in the Scenario after Penetration Leakage

This PIRT is to address the phenomena of importance after penetration leakage of an SG tube
has occurred.

In creating the PIRT, a loss of function of the three following detection systems is assumed:

* Moisture detection system in the helium plenum
* Pressure monitoring system in the helium plenum
* Helium detection system in the cover gas plenum

In other words, the double tube failure is detected only by a change in pressure of the
intermediate cover gas or by the opening of the rupture disk. The pressure monitoring system of
the cover gas is considered of higher reliability based on existing operating experience
compared to the others. The probability of these cumulative failures is very low. As a result, the
frequency of a sodium-water reaction is extremely low in the 4S SG with double-wall tubes,
because it has high reliability to prevent the penetration leak.

This PIRT assumes the severest scenario with the penetration leak, which involves a
sodium-water reaction.

The scenario of this section is categorized by the leak rate, because the water/steam leak rate
has a decisive influence on the event sequence and consequence. The relation between leak
rate and the associated main event is typically classified as follows [5-3] [5-4] [5-5]:

• Large leak rate (>1 to 2 kg/s): e.g., generation of large amount of
hydrogen gas

* Intermediate leak rate (10 g/s - 1 to 2 kg/s): e.g., overheating, target wastage

" Small leak rate (0.1 g/s - 10 g/s): e.g., wastage

* Very small leak rate (<0.1 g/s): e.g., self-plugging

In this section, the occurrence frequencies of scenarios caused by large, intermediate, small,
and very small leakage are considered. At the end of subsection 5.1.2, the scenario for each
leak rate is summarized.

5.1.2.1 Large Leak Rate (>1 to 2 kg/s)

The scenarios resulting in the occurrence of a large leak rate are either:

* Guillotine failure of tube, or
* Tube failure after overheating rupture
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In general, the leak rate resulting from a guillotine failure is assumed to be over 1 to 2 kg/s.
However, the double-wall tube used in the 4S SG has a wire mesh layer between the inner and

outer tubes. Therefore, the occurrence of a guillotine failure requires not only failure of both
tubes but also tearing of the wire mesh (Figure 5.1-2). Therefore, it is much more unlikely to

have an instantaneous guillotine failure due to some sort of mechanical trigger in the
4S double-wall tube compared to other leakage cases. On the other hand, there is the
possibility that a secondary failure resulting from other causes such as overheating rupture or

galling could generate a large leak rate failure. It was previously estimated, however, that the

possibility of failure by galling is not so large, as discussed in subsection 5.1.1, and also that the
possibility of overheating rupture is very low as a result of consideration of whether overheating
rupture occurs or not, which is shown in the next subsection.

Hence, this PIRT does not consider a failure with large leak rate.

outer tube

Mesh layer

outer tube

N"
inner tube

Mesh layer

tinnertube

Figure 5.1-2. Guillotine Failure in Double-Wall Tube
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5.1.2.2 Intermediate Leak Rate (10 gls ~ I to 2 kg/s)

Considerations for the occurrence of an intermediate leak rate are:

" The distance between the leak holes in the inner and outer tube is small, so the wire mesh
in the gap layer has little influence on the leak rate. Therefore, the situation is similar to
that of a single tube failure.

* Both of the leak hole diameters are over 1 mm. For example, assuming a diameter of
1 mm, the leak rate is estimated at about 10 g/s. While assuming the area of leak hole as

a conservative diameter of l/4Dt, the leak rate is estimated to be about 330 g/s. Here, D is

the diameter of the leak hole, and t is the thickness of the tube wall.

* As shown in the results in subsection 5.1.1, there is a high relative probability for failure of

both sides (upper and lower) on the tube / tube sheet weld zone of the inner and outer
tubes. In such a case, flow resistance due to the wire mesh has little influence on the leak
rate.

In general, the leak rate leading to overheating rupture and target wastage is assumed to be in

the range of 10 g/s - 1 to 2 kg/s. The PFR accident [5-3], which is the most severe SG accident

event for a fast reactor, is classified into this range of leak rate. The influence of this leak rate on
the double-wall SG tube in 4S is evaluated in this section.

The evaluation process shown in Figure 5.1-3 is taken from JAEA reports [5-6], [5-7], [5-8]. In

these reports, evaluations of creep rupture at high temperature (10001 C - 12000C) were
conducted. The procedure is as follows, and the detail is described in Appendix A.

1. Evaluate temperature distribution in heat transfer tubes at steady-state calculation
2. Evaluate stress in heat transfer tubes (thick cylinder model)
3. Determine creep damage

Finally, the following value is obtained as time to overheating rupture. This evaluated value

includes some uncertainties. Due to the lack of experimental data, the thermal conductivity of
the modified 9Cr-1 Mo tubes is estimated from available data and the effective thermal
conductivity of the gap layer is set to a conservative value.

tR = 5.5x10 3 s

The time to failure of the inner tube by overheating rupture is thus obtained. From this result, it

can be seen that the integrity of the SG system and the intermediate sodium loop system would
be kept intact, if the time to opening of the rupture disk is shorter than 5.5x1 03 s. Additionally, the

time needed for blowdown must also be considered and if the relationship of ["time to rupture" >
("time to burst of rupture disk" + "time needed for blowdown")] is maintained, the system would
be kept in intact, with no tube failure. Figure 5.1-4 shows the relationship between the time to
overheating rupture and the time needed for blowdown. The time to overheating rupture is
relatively long due to the use of the double-wall tube.
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Also during blowdown, the environment of the water/steam-side changes and this affects the
time to failure of the inner tube. The detailed consideration is conducted in Section 5.5 and the
change of time to failure during blowdown is shown in Figure 5.5-2.

Here, the time from water leakage initiation to burst of the rupture disk due to sodium-water
reaction is considered using the analysis code. As a result of this calculation, the relation
between the rupture disk time to burst and the water leak rate is obtained as shown in
Figure 5.1-5. It can be seen from Figure 5.1-5 that the relationship between the time to opening
of the rupture disk and the water leak rate is almost linear in a logarithmic scale, and the time to
opening of the rupture disk is less than 5.0x102 s in the range of the intermediate leak rate.
Hence, even if the time of blowdown is designed to be 5.0x10 2 s, the system would be kept
intact unless the time to tube failure were less than 1.0x1i03 s.
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Figure 5.1-3. Evaluation Procedure for Intermediate Leak Rate Case
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Figure 5.1-4. Relation between Time to Tube Failure and Time of Blowdown
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Figure 5.1-5. Relation between Time to Burst of Rupture Disk and Water Leak Rate
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5.1.2.3 Small Leak Rate (0.1 g/s - 10 g/s)

Considerations for the occurrence of the small leak rate are:

* There is enough distance between the leak hole of the inner tube and outer tube, such that
the wire mesh in the gap layer strongly affects leak rate. The leak rate does not depend on
the area of the leak hole, if the distance is long enough. For example, assuming the
distance between holes of 20 m, the leak rate is 0.15 g/s regardless of the area of the leak
hole.

* As a result of the discussion in subsection 5.1.1, when the tube-to-tube weld zone of the
inner tube and the tube / tube sheet weld zone in the outer tube are failed, the situation
described above would occur in high relative probability to other failures.

In general, the leak rate to cause wastage of the neighboring tubes is assumed to be
0.1 g/s - 10 g/s (Figure 5.1-6). The pressure generated by the sodium-water reaction within this
range of leak rate is not enough to burst the rupture disk. The neighboring tube failures due to
wastage propagate sequentially (Figure 5.1-7). If detection of the sodium-water reaction by the
intermediate cover gas pressure detector fails, the rupture disk bursts due to the pressure
increase.

In this case, many more tubes would be failed than in the case of intermediate leakage because
the pressure increase does not progress so rapidly. However, the scenario after opening of the
rupture disk is expected to be the same as that for the intermediate leakage rate. Therefore, the
basic scenario would be similar to the case of intermediate leakage except that a lot more tubes
may be failed.
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Figure 5.1-6. Wastage
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Figure 5.1-7. Failure Propagation
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5.1.2.4 Very Small Leak Rate (<0.1 gis)

The scenario for the occurrence of a very small leak rate is [5-9]:

0 Very small pinhole/hairline crack in the inner tube

In general, leakage with a very small leak rate occurs when a hairline crack with an equivalent
diameter of several tens of micrometers is generated in the tube. In the case of a smaller
equivalent diameter than this threshold, self-plugging of the crack is likely to be caused by
SWR products, although the precise threshold depends on the tube material. In such cases, the
leak rate reduces to 10-3 g/s or lower. In contrast, in the case of a larger equivalent diameter, the
crack would be enlarged.

However, considering the double-wall tube, even if the leak rate from the inner tube were very
small, self-plugging would not occur if the area of the leak hole in the outer tube is large. In this
case, the very small leak is maintained for the long period. Therefore, the progress of this
scenario would be almost the same as that of a small leak rate.

5.1.2.5 Summary and Partition of Scenario

As previously noted, this PIRT does not consider a failure with a large leak rate, because it is
very unlikely. Hence, this PIRT deals with intermediate, small, and very small leak rates.

Also, as mentioned above, an overheating rupture almost never occurs with the intermediate
leak rate. Figure 5.1-8 shows the scenario for the intermediate leak rate. The scenario is
partitioned into two phases as shown below.

1st phase: Penetration leak to rupture disk opening

2nd phase: Rupture disk or bypass line of rupture disk opening to relieve increased pressure

The scenario in the intermediate leak rate would therefore progress as follows:

* Opening of leak hole with intermediate leak rate

" Generation of sodium-water reaction

* Ablation of the neighboring tubes by the high-temperature jet that is generated by a
sodium-water reaction

" No occurrence of overheating rupture occurs due to the thick-wall, double-wall tube of Mod.
9Cr-l Mo tube material, which has excellent properties for creep rupture

* Opening of the rupture disk or bypass line of the rupture disk due to increasing pressure of
hydrogen gas generated by the sodium-water reaction
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" Pump trip

* Shutdown

" Blowdown of water/steam system

* Pressure decrease in the overall system

In the case of a small or very small leak rate, the time separation of the scenario is same as that
for the intermediate leak rate. However, the scenario leading to opening of rupture disk is
somewhat different. If detection of the sodium-water reaction by increasing SG cover gas
pressure fails, SG pressure increases with the succession of PL and leads to opening of the
rupture disk. Figure 5.1-9 shows the scenario for the small and very small leak rate, and
Figure 5.1-10 shows the relation between time after leak initiation and total leak rate.

The scenario in the small leak rate would therefore progress as follows:

* Opening of leak hole with small leak rate

* Generation of sodium-water reaction

• Wastage of the neighboring tube by reaction products

* Generation of hydrogen gas

0 Detection failure of increasing SG cover gas pressure

* Insufficient pressure increase to open rupture disk

* Generation of wastage for additional tubes

* Sufficient pressure increase by failure of several tubes

* Opening of rupture disk or bypass line of rupture disk

* Pump trip

* Shutdown

* Blowdown of water/steam system

* Decrease of pressure in the overall system
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Inner or Outer tube failure
(Initiating event)
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Rupture disk opening I Beginning of pressure
Sodium water reaction Bypass line opening of RD decreasing

I I I
Outer or Inner tube failure

(Penetration leak)
Shutdown

Pump trip Blow down

1st phase 2nd phase

Figure 5.1-8. Scenario for the Intermediate Leak Rate
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Figure 5.1-9. Scenario for the Small and Very Small Leak Rate
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5.2 PARTITIONING OF PLANT SYSTEM

In the PIRT process, to make the selection of plausible phenomena easier, the overall plant
system is divided into subsystems or components. Here, "plant system" means the whole plant
system, and "subsystem" means individual systems with a certain size composing "plant
system," such as "Core and Fuel Assemblies," "Reactor System," and so on. See Table 4.2-1
and Figure 4.2.

However, the only subsystem related to this PIRT is the Intermediate Heat Transport System
(IHTS), and the only component related to this PIRT is the "SG system" in the IHTS. Therefore,
this PIRT partitions "SG system" into seven subcomponents. Here, "component" means
single equipment or small system consisting of some equipment, and "subcomponent" means
equipment or elements composing the small systems. Figures 5.2-1 and 5.2-2 show the
IHTS configuration, including the seven components.

Table 5.2-1 shows the results of this partitioning. The indexes such as D, D2, D21, are shown in
the table to distinguish component and subcomponent. Here, "D" indicates "Intermediate Heat
Transport System." These are based on the notation of the 4S PIRT for DBA [5-10]. D21
thorough D27 show the subcomponents partitioned. The detail of the seven subcomponents is
described in Table 5.2-2.
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Sodium water reaction
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Sodium water reaction
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Reaction Pressure Release
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Figure 5.2-1. Configuration of IHTS
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Figure 5.2-2. Configuration of SG
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Table 5.2-1. Subsystems, Components, and Subcomponents

Subsystem Component Subcomponent Index

Intermediate Heat Transport General D DO -

System Intermediate EMP - D1 -

Steam generator system Water/steam system - D2 D21

Tube with leak - - D22

Sodium - - D23

Cover gas system - - D24

Helium gas system - - D25

Tubes affected by leak - - D26

Sodium-water reaction pressure release - - D27
system (SWRPS) I
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Table 5.2-2. Descriptions of Subsystems and Components

Subsystem/Component/
Index Subcomponent Description

D Intermediate heat The IHTS consists of one loop including an SG, AC,
transport system intermediate EMP, EMF, and piping. This system

circulates the intermediate coolant (sodium) heated by
the IHX of the primary heat transport system. The heat
of the intermediate coolant is transferred to the
water/steam in the SG.

The AC is in the standby state during normal operation
and removes decay heat during normal shutdown and
transients.

D2 Steam Generator (SG) The SG has a once-through shell-and-tube structure
System equipped with helical coil-type double-wall heat

transfer tubes. Heated intermediate sodium flows from
the upper part of the SG through the distribution pipe
into the upper part of the heat transfer tube bundle.
When flowing down in the tube bundle, intermediate
sodium exchanges heat with water/steam in the heat
transfer tube and flows out from the outlet nozzle at the
lower part of the SG. There are feedwater nozzles on
the lower part of the SG, and water/steam flows from
there into the heat transfer tube and is heated by
sodium while rising through the helical-coiled heat
transfer tube bundle, then flows out from the steam
nozzles in the upper part of the SG. The heat transfer
tubes have a double-wall tube structure with a wire
mesh layer placed between inner and outer tubes. The
space between inner and outer tubes is filled with
helium gas and is connected to a leak detection
system.

D21 Water/Steam System The purpose of the water/steam system is to provide
heat obtained by heat exchange from the intermediate
system to the turbine power generation facility. Water
or steam is used as the heat transfer medium.
The system consists of a high-pressure water/steam
system that transports water and steam at high
pressure and temperature, a startup bypass system
that treats and recovers the fluid used in the plant
startup, and a water/steam blowdown system that
operates in case of sodium-water reaction. Only
systems and components related to the SG and its
surroundings, such as blowdown, are described in this
table.
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Table 5.2-2. Descriptions of Subsystems and Components (cont.)

Subsystem/Component/
Index Subcomponent Description

D22 Tube with leak "Tube with leak" means the tube that is failed by any
cause. In the case of 4S, the tube with leak has leak
holes in both inner and outer tubes. The leak rate is
given for each event. "Tube with leak" is a
subcomponent that includes phenomena regarding
uncertain factors for the leak, except for the leak rate.

D23 Sodium Sodium here means the coolant going through the
intermediate system. Heat exchange is carried out
between sodium and water/steam in the SG.

D24 Cover gas system Argon gas is used in the cover gas system. This
system controls pressure of the cover gas to keep the
pressure of the IHTS higher than that of the primary
system.

D25 Helium gas system During reactor operation, helium gas circulates in the
mesh layer between the inner and outer SG tube. In
the case of inner tube failure, moisture leaks into
helium in the wire mesh layer. Then, a moisture gauge
detects the moisture increase, and inner tube failure is
detected. The moisture gauge is installed at the
helium gas plenum, which is located at the inlet/outlet
of the piping of the water/steam system, where the
heat transfer tubes are assembled. In the case of
outer tube failure, the helium leaks into sodium
outside the tube. The helium migrates into the cover
gas area, and the cover gas monitor detects the outer
tube failure.

D26 Tubes affected by leak "Tubes affected by leak" means tubes affected by
impingement of water/steam jet from the tube with
leak. These tubes are affected by chemical effects
such as wastage, and by the mechanical and thermal
effects of high temperature.
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Table 5.2-2. Descriptions of Subsystems and Components (cont.)

Subsystem/Component/
Index Subcomponent Description

D27 Sodium-Water Reaction SWRPS is a countermeasure against sodium-water
Pressure Release System reactions. This system consists of a reaction products
(SWRPS) storage tank, rupture disk for the SQ rupture disk for

the reaction products storage tank, igniter, piping,
pressure gauge, thermometer, and oxygen meter.
When an SG tube fails, the rupture disk bursts and
pressure in the SG is released into this system filled
with nitrogen gas. Liquids and solids released as
sodium-water reaction products are separated and
recovered in the reaction products storage tank.
Gases such as hydrogen would burst the rupture disk
for the reaction products storage tank. After that, they
are released into the ambient air after being burned
with an igniter. The reaction products storage tank
recovers sodium and sodium-water reaction products
and releases hydrogen gas, argon gas, and nitrogen
gas separated from the reaction products into the
ambient air. Sodium and sodium-water reaction
products are transported with hydrogen gas through
the release piping. The reaction products storage tank
is a cylindrical tank that can store all sodium in the SG.
The tank design wall thickness considers corrosion of
the inner surface and damage to the outer surface by
salt. The tank is also designed to accommodate the
impact force of the reaction products. It also includes
a cyclone separator to separate gas and sodium mist.
In operation, the tank is filled with nitrogen gas.
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5.3 FIGURE OF MERIT

In PIRT studies, the degree of importance of a phenomenon is evaluated by its relative
importance against a criterion called the Figure of Merit (FoM).

In the 4S PIRT for DBA [5-10], Toshiba selected cladding temperature as the FoM from a point
of view of "Integrity of Fuel Pin Cladding" and "Integrity of Primary Coolant Boundary." However,
the phenomena applicable to the events treated in this PIRT do not directly affect the "Integrity
of Fuel Pin Cladding," Hence, this point of view can be removed from consideration of FoM in
this PIRT.

This PIRT considers FoM based on the point of view of "Integrity of Primary Coolant Boundary."
As described above, the scenario of this PIRT does not directly affect the primary heat transport
system, but rather the SG system. Therefore, pressure generated in the SG by the
sodium-water reaction might cause damage to the IHX boundary between the primary and the
intermediate heat transport systems. Hence, it is important to consider the pressure on this
boundary. The integrity of neighboring heat transfer tubes is also important because the failure
of neighboring tubes would cause an increase in pressure.

Therefore, this PIRT selects two FoM. One is pressure on the IHX boundary between the
primary and the intermediate heat transport systems. The other is the cumulative damage
fraction (CDF) of the neighboring heat transfer tubes. The latter indicates the soundness of the
heat transfer tube, and is determined from cumulated damage due to overheating, wastage in
the lifetime, and so on as CDF literally indicates. This is because the SWR detection system is
designed and qualified using several systems with a variety of detection mechanisms.

5.4 PHENOMENA IDENTIFICATION

Plausible phenomena are identified in this section. Plausible phenomena in the PIRT process
are all those that may have some influence on the FoM. The identification of plausible
phenomena before ranking their relative importance is a primary means to help ensure that the
full phenomena spectrum is identified.

Table 5.4-1 describes the plausible phenomena that were identified for this 4S PIRT. In this table,
"Code" in the rightmost column is the index provided for each phenomenon, which is also used
in Section 5.5.

The numbers of phenomena for each subcomponent are as follows. The total number is 43.

* Water/Steam System 5 phenomena
* Tube with leak 2 phenomena
* Sodium 11 phenomena
* Cover Gas System 5 phenomena
* Helium Gas System 3 phenomena
* Tubes affected by leak 11 phenomena
* Sodium-Water Reaction Pressure Release System 6 phenomena
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Water/ Initial operating point (pressure, - Pressure, temperature and quality of steam dOl
Heat Generator Steam temperature, quality of steam) at the time SG tube failure occurs.
Transport System System
System Change in pressure Change of pressure in tube from beginning of d02

event to end of blowdown
- When blowdown starts, pressure in tubes

decreases.

Change in temperature • Change of water/steam temperature in tube d03
from beginning of event to end of blowdown

Change in quality of steam - Change of quality of steam in tubes from d04
beginning of event to end of blowdown
When blowdown starts, quality in tubes
increases because pressure in tubes
decreases.

Blowdown rate of water - Blowdown rate of water/steam is set by d05
design. When sodium-water reaction is
detected, feedwater pump is tripped and
water/steam system pressure is reduced by
blowdown system. Blowdown rate is
influenced by pressure drop of blowdown
system, steam conditions, and feedwater
pump conditions.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Tube with Leak rate of water/steam at failure In case of both failure of inner and outer dO6
Heat Generator leak position tube, water/steam is discharged from inner
Transport System tube failure hole to outer tube failure hole
System through the gap layer between inner and

outer tube.
Leak rate of water/steam at failure position
contains helium gas emitting into sodium in
SG at penetration leak.
Leak rate depends on the distance between
inner and outer tube holes, leak position,
pressure loss in gap layer, size of each leak
hole, and steam pressure.

Helium flow rate at gap layer Flow rate of helium gas in the gap layer. d07

Helium circulates in very low velocity
because of large flow resistance in the gap
layer with mesh.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Sodium Initial operating point in sodium side • Sodium pressure and temperature at the d08
Heat Generator (pressure, temperature) time SG tube failure occurs.
Transport System
System Change in pressure - Sodium pressure increase due to sodium- d09

water reaction.
- Change in pressure out of tube during

blowdown.

Change in temperature • Sodium temperature increase due to sodium- dl0
water reaction.

- Change in sodium side temperature during
blowdown.

Reaction area of mixture gas at • Mixture gas means gas consisting of dl1
failure position water/steam and helium.

- When mixture gas emits into sodium,
water/steam in mixture gas forms steam jet.
The jet causes sodium-water reaction with
sodium.

- "Reaction area of mixture gas at failure
position" is a reaction area between
steam/water jet and sodium in case sodium-
water reaction occurs.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Sodium Reaction products at failure position - Sodium-water reaction occurring between d12
Heat Generator sodium and water produces reaction
Transport System products.
System - Hydrogen gas, NaOH (solid, liquid, gas),

Na2O (solid, liquid), etc. are generated as
reaction products.

Reaction temperature of mixture - Temperature of mixture gas is increased by d13
gas at failure position heat produced due to sodium-water reaction.

- The temperature depends on size of jet,
sodium temperature, temperature of
water/steam at failure position, etc.

Energy produced by an exothermic • Various reactions are caused at the failure d14
chemical reaction and absorbed position. Some are exothermic chemical
energy of mixture gas at failure reactions and others are endothermic
position reactions.

. For example, forming NaOH or Na20 is an
exothermic reaction, and vaporization
reaction of generated products is an
endothermic reaction.

Initial pressure pulse at failure - Pressure pulse on order of milliseconds is d15
position seen just after sodium-water reaction.

- This pressure pulse is generated by
formation of a hydrogen bubble that
isothermally expands in spherical shape.

- This pressure pulse propagates as an
acoustic wave in piping and components of
the intermediate system.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

SubsystemlComponent Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Sodium Ratio of reaction products • The principal reaction products are hydrogen d16
Heat Generator gas, NaOH and Na20.
Transport System * Ratio here means the production ratio of
System dominant products, NaOH and Na2O.

When the amount of generation of NaOH is
larger, the amount of generation of hydrogen
gas is smaller. On the contrary, when the
amount of generation of Na20 is larger, the
amount of generation of hydrogen gas is
larger.

Length of reaction jet - Length of reaction jet is that of the steam jet d17
from leak hole.

o It depends on the size of the leak hole,
steam-water pressure and the leak rate.

o When the length of the reaction jet is as short
as the distance to the neighboring tube,
wastage is likely to occur on the surface of
the neighboring tube.

o When the length of the reaction jet is longer
to the degree that jet can enclose the
neighboring tube, overheating rupture might
occur.

Separation of helium gas in sodium • A fraction of the helium gas emitted into the d18
sodium is soluble.

- The remaining helium gas exists as bubbles
in the sodium.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate
Heat
Transport
System

Steam
Generator
System

Cover gas
System

Change in cover gas pressure " Argon gas is used as cover gas in the SG
body.

" Cover gas pressure is measured by a
pressure gauge.

" Cover gas pressure changes due to rising
level of the sodium caused by hydrogen gas,
which is generated by the sodium-water
reaction, and accumulation of hydrogen gas
in the cover gas region, when a penetration
leak occurs.

d19

Change in cover gas temperature - Cover gas is heated up by reaction heat d20
through sodium in sodium-water reaction.

Concentration of helium gas - In the case of outer tube failure, helium gas d2l
in the gap layer flows out into sodium.

- A portion of the leaked helium gas is
dissolved into sodium, and the remaining gas
is transferred and accumulated in the cover
gas.

. Hence, the concentration of helium gas in
cover gas changes.

Concentration of hydrogen gas " In the case of penetration failure, hydrogen
gas is generated by sodium-water reaction.

" A fraction of the hydrogen gas is transferred
to and accumulates into the cover gas.

" The concentration of hydrogen gas
increases, as the sodium-water reaction
progresses.

d22
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Functional integrity of cover gas * Failure of the functional integrity of the cover d23
pressure control gas pressure control would result in increase

or decrease of pressure without control.

Intermediate Steam Helium Change in helium gas pressure • Helium gas is filled in gap layer of tube, and d24
Heat Generator gas the pressure is set to 1 MPa(g).
Transport System System • Helium gas pressure in helium plenum is
System monitored by a pressure gauge.

. In the case of inner tube failure, the pressure
in the helium plenum increases because of
steam flowing into the gap layer.

• In the case of outer tube failure, helium gas
pressure in helium plenum decreases
because of outflow of helium gas into
sodium.

- A small pressure change occurs due to tube
temperature change.

Change in helium gas temperature • 4S does not have a monitoring system for d25
helium gas temperature.

- When the inner or outer tube is failed, helium
gas is mixed with water/steam or sodium.

- Hence, helium gas temperature changes
according to the temperature of the
water/steam and sodium.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Rupture pressure setpoint and - When helium gas pressure becomes d26
uncertainty extremely high, the rupture disk bursts to

relieve pressure and prevent helium gas
system failure.

. Rupture disk is set in the helium plenum.
- Setpoint to burst rupture disk has some

uncertainty.

Intermediate Steam Tubes Change in stress of neighboring - When sodium-water reaction occurs, d27
Heat Generator affected tube neighboring tubes are exposed to high-
Transport System by leak temperature steam jet.
System - At that time, thermal stress and/or creep

stress is induced on the surface of
neighboring tubes.

- The stresses depend on sodium
temperature, thickness of tube wall, etc.

Chemical effect - The chemical effect of corrosion or wastage d28
occurs on the surface of the neighboring
tubes from jet impingement

. In the small leak rate case, the influence
reaches to only one tube hit by the jet
directly. This is called target wastage.

- In the intermediate leak, the jet encloses
more than one tube.

- However, the length of jet with the highest
temperature reaches beyond the neighboring
tube surface. So, the extent of damage gets
milder.

Impingement Steam jet impinges neighboring tubes. d29
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Temperature of inner tube • Tubes affected by the jet are exposed to d30
high-temperature gas (over 1200°C) and
reaction products.
As a result, temperature of the outer tube
rises and it transfers heat to the inner tube
through the gap layer.

Intermediate Steam Tubes Temperature of gap layer - Tubes affected by the jet are exposed to d31
Heat Generator affected high-temperature gas (over 1200°C) and
Transport System by leak reaction products.
System * As a result, the temperature of the outer tube

rises and it transfers heat to the gap layer.

Temperature of outer tube * Tubes affected by the jet are exposed to d32
high-temperature gas (over 1200°C) and
reaction products.

• As a result, the temperature of the outer tube
rises.

Pressure of gap layer * In relation to the temperature increase in the d33
gap layer, the pressure of the layer also
rises. But the pressure change is small
because the temperature increase occurs
only locally.

Change in components of mixture * When the penetration leak occurs, moisture d34
gas in gap layer moves from the tube with leak hole to other

tubes through the helium gas header.
• Composition of gas in gap layer of tubes is

affected by leak changes, because helium
gas and moisture are mixed in the layer.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Tubes Overall heat conduction of material • This phenomenon includes thermal d35
Heat Generator affected conductivity of the outer tube, gap layer (both
Transport System by leak sides of surface and gap), and inner tube.
System * Thermal conductivity of material determines

the extent of heat conduction from the outer
tube surface to water/steam in the inner tube.

Heat transfer between sodium and • Heat transfer coefficient from sodium to outer d36
outer tube tube is an important factor in heat transfer

between sodium and the outer tube.
- Heat transfer between sodium or reaction

material and outer tube is important except in
the region of the sodium-water reaction.

- As sodium temperature increases, the heat
transfer coefficient tends to decrease.

Heat transfer between inner tube - Heat transfer coefficient from inner tube to d37
and steam/water steam/water is an important factor in heat

transfer between the inner tube and the
steam/water.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Intermediate Steam Sodium- Functional integrity of rupture disk • The intermediate system is equipped with d38
Heat Generator Water one rupture disk. The rupture disk bursts
Transport System Reaction when the pressure difference between the
System Pressure SG and piping outside the rupture disk

Release increases to the setpoint value.
System The rupture disk bursts only as a result of a

large enough sodium-water reaction.
The error of the setpoint value for the rupture
disk is kept within ±10%.
The intermediate system is damaged, if the
rupture disk does not open as designed.

Functional integrity of rupture disk * The reaction products storage tank is d39
(for SWR products storage tank) equipped with one rupture disk. The rupture

disk bursts when the pressure difference
between the reaction products storage tank
and the outside air increases to the setpoint
value.

• The rupture disk bursts only as a result of a
large enough sodium-water reaction.

* The error of the setpoint value for the rupture
disk is kept within ±10%.

* The pressure release system and the
intermediate system would be damaged, if
the rupture disk does not open as designed.
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Table 5.4-1. Descriptions of Plausible Phenomena (cont.)

Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Description Code

Functional integrity of SWR - The reaction products storage tank is set to d40
products storage tank recover sodium and reaction products and to

separate gas components to vent them to the
outside air.
If the reaction products storage tank does not
work properly, reaction products might be
released to the outside air.

Intermediate Steam Sodium- Functional integrity of cyclone • Sodium-water reaction products storage tank d41
Heat Generator Water separator in SWR products storage is equipped with a cyclone separator to
Transport System Reaction tank separate gas and sodium mist.
System PressureRelease - The separation efficiency of the cyclone

System separator is designed to be over 95% for a
10pm particle diameter.

• If the cyclone separator does not work
properly, sodium particles might be vented to
outside air.

Transport of sodium-water reaction - Sodium-water reaction products are d42
products transported from the SG to the reaction

products storage tank.
° Piping between the SG and the reaction

products storage tank is designed to be as
short as possible to reduce flow resistance.

Functional integrity of igniter * The igniter is provided to burn flammable gas d43
such as hydrogen which is separated from
the reaction products.
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5.5 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section, sensitivity analyses are performed for the phenomena listed in the previous
section, Sensitivity analysis is not performed for all the phenomena, but only those for which the
parameter can be varied, such as heat transfer coefficient.

Here, the sensitivity for the time to failure of the inner tube from an overheating rupture is
obtained through analysis. The evaluation procedure is the same as described in
subsection 5.1.2.2 and the details are as described in Appendix A.

In this sensitivity analysis, the uncertainty width of the parameter is determined based on the
previous PIRT report regarding the DBAs [5-10]. In the previous report, a standard deviation of
1 a is set and the scales of standard deviation for the parameters are set as follows based on
design accuracy or engineering judgment.

Parameters related to flow: 10%
Parameters related to heat: 20%
Parameters related to physical properties: 1 -10% (usually 1 %)

Here, the variation range is determined according to these settings. Parameters such as
pressure and temperature are considered related to flow, so the range is set as 10 percent.
Heat transfer parameters are set as 20 percent.

Table 5.5-1 summarizes the cases of the sensitivity analysis conducted for the following
phenomena. The columns starting from the leftmost column are as follows.

Case No.: Case number

Subsystem/Component: Subsystem and component that are related to the parameter in
the calculation.

Explanation of Parameter: Identity of the parameter in the calculation

Set Value (range of variation from base case): Set value of parameter in the calculation

Code: Symbol to identify each phenomenon (same as the code defined in Table 5.4-1)

Sensitivity: Sensitivity for time to failure compared to the base case

Figure 5.5-1 shows a summary of the sensitivity analysis and the details are described below.
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Code d02: Change in water/steam pressure

For this phenomenon, the pressure of water/steam and the heat transfer coefficient
between steam and the inner tube, which varies according to pressure conditions, are
used as the parameters. The pressure change has an effect on the stress in the inner tube,
and the change of heat transfer coefficient has an effect on temperature conditions of the
inner tube.

Water/steam pressure of the base case is set at 10.5 MPa. The pressure of water/steam is
changed from the base case by ±10 percent and the heat transfer coefficient between
steam and the inner tube is also changed according to the pressure. Here, the heat
transfer coefficient becomes higher with increasing pressure and becomes lower with
decreasing pressure. So with increasing pressure, stress on the inner tube becomes
severe while the temperature condition of the inner tube is mitigated. These conditions are
reversed with a decreasing pressure. As a result, the time to failure for the case in which
the pressure is changed by +10 percent becomes 3.Oxl03s. On the other hand, time to
failure for the case in which the pressure is changed by -10 percent becomes 1.1 x 104 s.
Therefore, the sensitivity is -46 percent and +104 percent for the case of +10 percent
and -10 percent, respectively.

Code d03: Change in water/steam temperature

For this phenomenon, the temperature of water/steam and the heat transfer rate between
steam and the inner tube, which varies according to the temperature conditions, are used
as the parameters. Water/steam temperature and heat transfer rate have an effect on the
temperature condition of the inner tube.

The water/steam temperature is set at 4530C in the base case, which is the outlet
temperature in the water/steam side of the 4S SG. The temperature of water/steam is
changed from the base case by ±10 percent and the heat transfer rate between steam and
the inner tube is also changed according to the temperature. As a result, the time to failure
for the case in which temperature is changed by +10 percent becomes 2.1x10 3s. On the
other hand, the time to failure for the case in which temperature is changed by -10 percent
becomes 1.5x10 4 s. Therefore, the sensitivity is -63 percent and +173 percent for the case
of +10 percent and -10 percent, respectively.

Code d05: Blowdown rate of steam/water

For this phenomenon, the pressure of the water/steam side is used as the parameter.

During blowdown, the pressure of the steam region decreases from 10.5 MPa to 1 MPa.
As a result, the stress condition on the inner tube is mitigated. On the other hand, the
temperature condition of the inner tube becomes more severe, because the heat transfer
coefficient between steam and the inner tube decreases with blowdown. Hence, the time
to failure during blowdown needs to be analyzed taking account of the change of both
stress and the heat transfer coefficient.
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Figure 5.5-2 shows the analysis result. The stress on the inner tube decreases to 1 MPa
as pressure of the water/steam side decreases. On the other hand, the inner tube
temperature increases from 1201 K (9280C) to 1650K (1 3770C). As a result, it was found
that the time to failure increases with decreasing of the pressure in the water/steam side.
Namely, the sensitivity of the stress is larger than that of the inner tube temperature.
Decrease of the water/steam pressure would have a more significant influence on failure
during blowdown than during steady-state. Therefore, the inner tube failure would
definitely not occur during blowdown.

Code d10: Change in sodium temperature

For this phenomenon, the sodium temperature and the heat transfer coefficient between
sodium and the outer tube of the sodium side are used as the parameters. These
parameters have an effect on the temperature condition of the inner tube.

The temperature of the sodium side is changed from the base case by ±1 0 percent and
the heat transfer coefficient between sodium and the outer tube is also changed according
to the temperature. Here, the heat transfer coefficient becomes lower with high
temperature and becomes higher with low temperature. As a result, the time to failure for
the case in which temperature is changed by +10 percent becomes 1. 1 x 103 s. On the
other hand, the time to failure for the case in which temperature is changed by -10 percent
becomes 1.5xl 04 s. Therefore, the sensitivity is -80 percent and +173 percent for the case
of + 10 percent and -10 percent, respectively.

Code d24: Change in helium gas pressure

For this phenomenon, the pressure in the mesh layer is used as the parameter. This
parameter has an effect on stress in the inner tube.

Pressure in the mesh layer is changed from the base case by ±10 percent. As a result, the
time to failure for the case in which pressure is changed by +10 percent becomes
6.Ox 103S. On the other hand, the time to failure for the case in which pressure is changed
by -10 percent becomes 5.1 X103 s. Therefore, the sensitivity is +8 percent and -7 percent
for the case of + 10 percent and -10 percent, respectively.

Code d33: Pressure of gap layer

For this phenomenon, pressure in the mesh layer is used as the parameter. The ranges of
variation from base case and the results are the same as for Code d24.
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Code d35: Heat conduction of material

For this phenomenon, the thermal conductivity of modified 9Cr-1 Mo steel is used as the
parameter. There are scant data about thermal conductivity regarding high temperatures

as in this event. Here, the effective heat conductivity of the gap is also changed as a

parameter because the same value as thermal conductivity is used in this calculation. This
parameter has an effect on the temperature condition of the inner tube.

Thermal conductivity of modified 9Cr-1 Mo steel is changed from the base case by
±10 percent. Usually, the variation range for a parameter related to physical properties is

set as 1 percent. But in this case, the thermal conductivity in a high-temperature regime is
unclear and the uncertainty width would be wider than 1 percent. Therefore, the range of
this parameter is set to a wider range of 10 percent.

As a result, the time to failure for the case in which thermal conductivity is changed by
+ 10 percent becomes 4. 8 x 1 03S. On the other hand, time to failure for the case in which
thermal conductivity is changed by -10 percent becomes 6.6x 1 03 s. Therefore, the
sensitivity is -14 percent and +19 percent for the cases of +10 percent and -10 percent,

respectively.

Code d36: Heat transfer between sodium and outer tube

For this phenomenon, the effective heat transfer coefficient between sodium and the outer
tube is used as the parameter. This parameter has an effect on the temperature condition
on the inner tube.

The value for the base case is estimated from test data and set as 2745 W/M2 K. The
correlation between the effective heat transfer coefficient and sodium temperature in the

reaction area is described in a JAEA report (5-8]. Here, the sodium temperature in the
reaction region is conservatively estimated as 15520C to extrapolate the effective heat
transfer coefficient from the correlation. The sodium temperature in the reaction area set
above is the boiling temperature of NaOH, which is one of the reaction products generated

from the sodium-water reaction under the sodium pressure conditions at steady state.

The heat transfer coefficient between sodium and the outer tube is changed from the base
case by ±20 percent. As a result, the time to failure for the case in which the heat transfer
coefficient is changed by +20 percent becomes 2.0x1 03S. On the other hand, the time to
failure for the case in which the heat transfer coefficient is changed by -20 percent
becomes 1.5xl 04 s. Therefore, the sensitivity is -65 percent and +173 percent for the
cases, changing the effective heat transfer coefficient by +20 percent and -20 percent,
respectively.
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On the other hand, the effective heat transfer coefficient decreases as temperature in the

reaction zone increases. Therefore, sodium temperature should be also used as a
parameter in this analysis. The sensitivity analysis is then performed using both sodium

temperature and heat transfer coefficient as parameters. The sodium temperature is
changed from 9000C to 16000C and heat transfer is set according to the temperature. As a

result, the relation between sodium temperature, heat transfer coefficient, and time to
failure is shown in Figure 5.5-3. It is found that time to failure decreases as sodium
temperature increases.

Code d37: Heat transfer between inner tube and steam/water

For this phenomenon, the heat transfer coefficient between the inner tube and
steam/water is used as the parameter. This parameter has an effect on the temperature of

the inner tube.

The heat transfer coefficient is changed from the base case by ±20 percent. As a result,

the time to failure for the case in which heat transfer coefficient is changed by +20 percent
becomes 1.5xl 04S. On the other hand, the time to failure for the case in which the heat
transfer coefficient is changed by -20 percent becomes 1.0X1 03 s. Therefore, the sensitivity
is +173 percent and -81 percent for the cases of +20 percent and -20 percent, respectively.

As a result of the sensitivity analyses, the cases that resulted in significant sensitivity (more than
20 percent from the base case) are listed below.

Pressure of water/steam side (d02)
Temperature of water/steam side (03)
Temperature of sodium side (M)
Heat transfer coefficient between sodium and outer tube (06)
Heat transfer coefficient between inner tube and steam/water (d37)
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Table 5.5-1. Setup Value of Each Parameter in Sensitivity Analysis

Case Subsystem/ Explanation of Parameter
No. Component Set Value (Range of Variation from Base Case) Code Sensitivity

Base Case: ±0% - -

- Intermediate Heat

Transport System

- Steam Generator
System

- Water/Steam System - -

- - Pressure of water/steam side - -

Note: Heat transfer rate between steam and
inner tube is also changed according to the
pressure.

1 - +10% d02 -46%

2 - -10% d02 +104%

- Temperature of water/steam - -

Note: Heat transfer rate between steam and
inner tube is also changed according to the
temperature.

3 - +10% d03 -63%

4 - -10% d03 +173%

- Sodium -

- Temperature of sodium side
Note: Heat transfer coefficient between sodium
and outer tube is also changed according to the
temperature.

5 - +10% dl0 -80%

6 - -10% d10 +173%

- Helium Gas System - -

- Pressure in mesh layer - -

7 - +10% d24 +8%

8 - -10% d24 -7%

- Tubes affected by
leak

- - Pressure in mesh layer - -

9 - +10% d33 +8%

10 - -10% d33 -7%

- - Thermal conductivity of modified 9Cr-i Mo steel - -

Note: Effective heat conductivity of gap is also
changed to the same value.
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Table 5.5-1. Setup Value of Each Parameter in Sensitivity Analysis (cont.)

Case Subsystem/ Explanation of Parameter

No. Component Set Value (Range of Variation from Base Case) Code Sensitivity

11 - +10% d35 -14%

12 - -10% d35 +19%

- - Heat transfer coefficient between sodium and - -

outer tube

13 - +20% d36 -65%

14 - -20% d36 +173%

- - Heat transfer coefficient between inner tube and - -

steam/water

15 - +20% d37 +173%

16 - -20% d37 -81%
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5.6 PIRT RANKING RESULTS

The process of establishing the ranking for relative importance of the phenomena seen in the
identified subsystems, and for their current state of knowledge (SoK), is the primary activity of
the PIRT process [2-2].

Initially, for the performance of the 4S PIRT, rankings for relative importance of phenomena and
current SoK were established by the PIRT team, consisting of engineers from Toshiba.

Subsequently, industry specialists making up the IRAP met with the Toshiba engineers to revise
the contents of the PIRT rankings, and reached consensus for the final ranking results for each
phenomenon. Here, the role of the Japanese and the U.S. members of the IRAP is as described
in Section 1.

5.6.1 Ranking Scale

It is important to identify the criteria for the importance and SoK rankings to enhance the
objectivity of the PIRT ranking. This section describes the criteria used in establishing the
ranking for both the importance and the current SoK of the evaluated phenomena.

5.6.1.1 Ranking Scale of Relative Importance of Phenomena

High (H):
Medium (M):
Low (L):
Not applicable (N/A):

Phenomenon has a large effect on FoM.
Phenomenon has a medium effect on FoM.
Phenomenon has a small effect on FoM.
Phenomenon has little or nothing to do with FoM.

The relative importance of some phenomena selected for the overheating rupture in Section 5.5
can be investigated quantitatively by sensitivity analysis. Therefore, in this PIRT, sensitivity
analysis is used as one of the methods of confirming the ranking results for relative importance
of the phenomena.

5.6.1.2 Ranking Scale of State of Knowledge of Phenomena

Known (K):

Partially known (P):

Unknown (U):

Phenomenon is well-known.
Model of the test data and analysis code contains little uncertainty.

Phenomenon is partially known.
Model of the test data and analysis code contains moderate
uncertainty.

There is little knowledge regarding the phenomenon.
Model of test data and analysis code contains large uncertainty.
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Ranking for the SoK of the phenomenon in the 4S PIRT is based on high-reliability testing,
surveys of papers involving analysis and theory, and the expert knowledge of specialists. In
other words, the SoK of the phenomena for which the specialists have insufficient knowledge is
judged as "Unknown" and, conversely, the SoK of the phenomena with few elements of
uncertainty that specialists have sufficient knowledge is judged as "Known."

5.6.2 Ranking Results

As described at the beginning of this section, the initial ranking of the PIRT phenomena was
established by the Toshiba engineers based on their available knowledge and experience. After
that, industry specialists making up the IRAP met with the Toshiba engineers to revise the
contents of the PIRT rankings, and reached consensus for the final ranking results for each
phenomenon.

In this section, final results of the rankings of the phenomena are shown, considering the
sensitivity analysis results. As described previously, the results of the sensitivity analysis are not
the only element that determines the importance ranking of phenomena.

Table 5.6-1 shows the ranking results. This table contains not only the ranking results but also
an explanation of the rationales for the results.
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance

Figures of Merit (FoM): COF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate
and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D Intermediate Heat Transport System

D2 Steam Generator System

D21 Water/Steam System

dOl - Initial operating point(pressure, H/H N/A K 5 - Pressure, temperature and - Initial operating pressure,
temperature, quality of steam) quality of steam differ according temperature and quality are

to SG power before the tube specified by design.
failure. - Much industry information about

- Water/steam temperature has SG specifications for FR exists,
large influence on temperature of and the specifications for 4S
SG tubes. water steam system do not

- Water/steam pressure has large diverge.
influence on CDF of SG tubes. - Hence, the uncertainties of

- Hence, this phenomenon affects those specifications are
CDF. considered by design.

d02 - Change in pressure H/H H/H K 5 - Pressure in water/steam system - Pressure is monitored by
affects creep stress of SG tubes. pressure gauges that are
Hence, it has large influence on installed at SG inlet and exit.
CDF.

- Results of sensitivity analysis
confirm this.

- In small leak rate, leak rate
affects wastage which has
influence on CDF.

- Pressure of water/steam system
directly affects leak rate.

d03 - Change in temperature H/L H/L K 5 - Temperature of steam/water Temperature is monitored by
affects temperature of SG tube thermometers installed at SG
which has direct influence on inlet and outlet.
CDF

- Results of sensitivity analysis
confirm this.

- However, water/steam
temperature has little to do
directly with wastage.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, Kl Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SOK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D21 j Water/Steam System

dO4 - Change in quality of steam M/M M/M K 5 - Quality of steam affects heat - Quality of steam can be

transfer coefficient between SG estimated from measurement
tube and steam, which value of pressure and
determines the amount of heat temperature.
removal.

- Thus, it affects temperature of
SG tube, which has a direct
influence on CDF.

- However, its influence is lower
than the pressure described
above.

d05 Blowdown rate of water NIA H/H K 5 - Importance in the I st phase is - SG system has feedwater
N/A, because blowdown starts flowmeter and main steam
after burst of rupture disk in the flowmeter.
2nd phase. - Blowdown data exist.

- Blowdown rate of water affects
change in pressure, temperature,
and quality of steam, which
correspond to the codes d02,
d03, and d04.

- Hence, it has large influence on
CDF, because importance of the
change in pressure is "H.'

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D22 I Tube with leak

dO6 Leak rate of steam/water at failure H/H H/H K 5 - Leak rate directly affects extent - Leak rate can be evaluated from
position of sodium-water reaction, which leak hole area and length

has influence on CDF. between leak holes of inner and
- For a large leak rate, there is a outer tubes, considering flow

large influence on pressure in resistance in the gap layer.
the IHTS, due to the quantity of - The flow resistance has been
hydrogen gas generated. studied [5-11].

- On the other hand, for a small or
intermediate leak rate, the
higher-temperature zone of leak
jet impacts on the surface of
tube.

- Hence, it has a large influence
on temperature of the tube.

d07 - Helium flow rate at gap layer L/L LL K 5 - The amount of helium gas in the - This is same as d06.
gap layer is much smaller than - Helium flow rate can be
the volume of the SG sodium estimated if leak hole area, etc.
side. are given [5-11].

- Thus, it hardly affects pressure
on the IHTS or CDF of
neighboring tubes.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

_Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ Ist 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priorty Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D23 I Sodium

d08 Initial operating point in sodium H/H N/A K 5 - Sodium temperature has large - Initial operating pressure and
side (Pressure, Temperature) influence on the extent of temperature are specified by

sodium-water reaction. design.
- Hence, it affects pressure in the - Hence, the uncertainties of

IHTS. those specifications are
considered by design.

d09 Change in pressure H/M LL P 2 - Pressure in the sodium side - Pressure can be monitored by
directly affects the IHTS. pressure gauges for the cover

- Sodium pressure with the gas.
exception of head pressure is - However, it is not clear how the
equal to the cover gas pressure. behavior of sodium-water
It is known that an increase of reaction progresses and how
cover gas pressure would raise much hydrogen gas is
the temperature of the reaction generated.
region and the temperature
change also affects the tube
temperature [5-12].

- Hence, sodium pressure has
some influence on tube
temperature.

- For a small leak, the change in
pressure is smaller than that for
an intermediate leak.

- So, the importance for FoM of a
small leak is lower than that of
an intermediate leak.

- In the 2nd phase, the change in
pressure is small, because the
rupture disk has already burst.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (conL)

~vant~ Stanm nmnaratnr tuba taltum * -- ___________________ ___________________Event: staam aenerator tube failure
l2vent: steam nenerator tu- -lure

Importance
(for Intermediate

Ismall leak)
1st 2nd

Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

H/M UL P 2 - This phenomenon represents the
temperature around the reaction
area. As described above,
sodium temperature has some
influence on the extent of the
sodium-water reaction.

- Hence, this phenomenon affects
tube temperature and also has
an influence on wastage.

- Results of sensitivity analysis
confirm this.

- For a small leak, the change in
temperature is smeller than that
for an intermediate leak.

- Therefore, the importance for
FoM of a small leak is lower than
that of an intermediate leak.

- In the 2nd phase, the rupture
disk has already burst and the
change in pressure become
small.

- Hence, the change in
temperature resulting from
iressure chanae is also small.

- Temperature is monitored by
thermometers installed in the
SG.

- However, it is not clear how the
behavior of the sodium-water
reaction progresses and how
much hydrogen gas is
generated.

dl 1 Reaction area of mixture gas at H/H UL P 2 - The reaction area directly - Ample data exist [5-131, [5-14]
failure position determines a reaction scale, regarding sodium-water

which affects the amount of reactions obtained from SWAT
generated pressure. tests conducted by JAEA.

- However, in the 2nd phase, the - JAEA has knowledge [5-15]
influence is reduced, because regarding reaction area between
the water/steam leak decreases sodium and water/steam from
due to blowdown. the test results.

- The same influence occurs for a - However, there are no data for
small leak. reaction area between sodium

and mixed gas consisting of
steam and helium.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D23 I Sodium
d12 - Reaction product of mixture gas H/H M/M - Hydrogen gas generated as one - Most of the gas component of

at failure position of the reaction products is the the reaction product is hydrogen
main element of developed gas. Hydrogen production is
pressure. Hence, pressure of determined if reaction rate is
hydrogen gas has large specified.
influence on the pressure of - However, the reaction rate is not
IHTS. clear.

- However, in the 2nd phase, the
influence is getting smaller,
because the water/steam leak
decreases due to blowdown.

- The same influence occurrs for a
small leak.

d13 Reaction temperature of mixture H/H H/H P- Reaction temperature of mixture Reaction temperature depends
gas at failure position gas affects outer tube on various conditions, such as

temperature of neighboring leak rate.
tubes.

- Reaction temperature has
influence on CDF.

d14 Energy produced by an M/M M/M P 3 - A lot of individual reactions - Reaction energy is determined
exothermic chemical reaction and which are seen in the sodium- by precise reaction conditions
absorbed energy of mixture gas water reaction are exothermic. such as reaction area, and
at failure position - Therefore those reactions raise reaction temperature.

the reaction temperature. - However, there is limited
- However, the reaction to knowledge for the above

generate the gaseous phase of conditions.
NaOH is endothermic which
would lower the reaction
temperature [5-16].

- Hence, the relation between
those reactions is important.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, NIA: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D23 I Sodium

d15 - Initial pressure pulse at failure L/L N/A P 4 - Initial pressure pulse reaches - Initial pressure pulse is shock
position several MPa at failure position. wave pressure generated just

- However this pressure pulse after tube failure.
does not damage the boundary, - Initial pressure pulse is usually
because its duration is only evaluated with assuming
several milliseconds.. 1-dimensional compressive fluid

- In the 2nd phase, it is not (for example [5-17]).
necessary to consider this - However, molar conversion ratio
phenomenon, because pressure of steam to hydrogen gas, which
pulse has already disappeared. is one of the most important

factors in the analysis of
sodium-water reaction, depends
on test data (for example
[5-17]).

- Hence, uncertainty remains in
the evaluation of initial pressure
pulse.

d16 Ratio of reaction products H/H M/M P 2 - NaOH generated as a liquid - The principal reaction products
corrodes heat exchanger tubes are hydrogen gas, NaOH and
more rapidly than sodium oxide Na 2O.
generated as a solid. - The factors which determine the

- Hence, the ratio of reaction generation ratio are reaction
products has a large influence conditions such as reaction
on CDF. temperature, and leak rate

- In the 2nd phase, the scale of [5-18115-19] [5-20].
the sodium-water reaction itself - However, reaction conditions
is reduced owing to blowdown. cannot be defined easily.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (conL)

_Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D23 I Sodium
d17 - Length of reaction jet M/M M/M P 3 - Length of the reaction jet - Length of reaction jet depends

determines the range of high on the leak rate of water/steam
temperature. In case of an [5-4].
intermediate leak, the high - JAEA has obtained various data
temperature zone covers the from SWAT tests.
surface of neighboring tubes. - Data for length of reaction jet
Therefore, length of the reaction are also included.
jet has a large influence on - In a small leak, high-
temperature of the neighboring temperature part of the jet
tubes. Hence, it affects CDF. focuses on surface of the

- The length has also influence on neighboring tube.
the extent of target wastage in - On the other hand, for an
the case of a small leak rate. intermediate leak rate, the high-

temperature region of the jet
expands and does not focus on
the surface of a neighboring
tube.

d18 Separation of helium gas in LJL IL P 4 - The amount of helium gas in the - Helium contained in the gap
sodium gap layer is much smaller than region diffuses into sodium

the volume of the SG sodium when tube is failed.
side. - However, there are few data

- Thus, it hardly affects pressure about how helium behaves in
in the IHTS or CDF of the sodium and what flow regime is
neighboring tubes. formed as the two-phase flow of

sodium and helium.
- It is also not obvious how helium

affects the steam/water jet.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D24 I Cover gas System

d19 - Change in cover gas pressure H/M M/L P 2 - Cover gas pressure change - Cover gas pressure is monitored
indicates pressure change in the by a pressure gauge.
IHTS. - However, it is not clear how

- Generation of hydrogen gas sodium-water reaction
leads to change in cover gas progresses and how much
pressure. hydrogen gas is generated.

- Hence, importance is "H"
because production of hydrogen
gas is large in the case of an
intermediate leak.

- On the other hand, the
importance is "M" for a small
leak, because the production of
hydrogen gas is small.

d20 - Change in cover gas temperature L/L L/L P 4 - Generation of hydrogen gas - Argon gas, which behaves as an
does not affect cover gas ideal gas, is used as cover gas.
temperature greatly. - Cover gas temperature can be

- Hence, change in cover gas estimated from measuring the
temperature has little influence cover gas pressure.
on FoM. - However, it is not clear how

sodium-water reaction
progresses and how much
hydrogen gas is generated.

d21 - Concentration of helium gas L/L L/L K 5 - The amount of helium gas in the - Helium gas is soluble in sodium.
gap layer is much smaller than - The solubility is known to be
that of the gas contained in small.
cover gas system. - Hence, the amount of helium

- Thus, it hardly affects pressure gas that accumulates in cover
in the IHTS. gas can be evaluated, because

helium gas dissolved in sodium
is already saturated.

- Refer to [5-21].

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D24 Cover gas System

d22 - Concentration of hydrogen gas H/H M/M P 2 - The pressure increase of the - Hydrogen gas is soluble in
IHTS is caused by hydrogen gas sodium.
generated due to the sodium- - The solubility is known to be
water reaction. small.

- The influence in the 2nd phase - Hydrogen gas is generated from
would be smaller than the 1st the sodium-water reaction.
phase because pressure - The quantity of hydrogen gas
decreases with opening of the has been evaluated based on
rupture disk. much experimental data,

although it depends on details of
the chemical reaction.

- Refer to [5-22].

d23 Functional integrity of cover gas M/M L/L K 5 - If this function is failed, any - Functional Integrity of cover gas
pressure control gradual rise of the pressure is pressure control can be

not mitigated in the IHTS. estimated from design
- In the 2nd phase, this influence requirements.

becomes smaller after opening
of rupture disk.

D25 Helium gas System

d24 - Change in helium gas pressure UL L/L P 4 - The amount of helium gas in the - Pressure in the gap layer is
gap layer is much smaller than monitored with a pressure
the volume of the SG sodium gauge installed in the helium
side. plenum.

- Results of sensitivity analysis - However, there are no data
confirm this. about the behavior during

- Thus, this phenomenon hardly sodium-water reaction.
affects pressure in the IHTS or
CDF of neighboring tubes.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance

Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate
and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/f 1st 2nd

Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D25 Helium gas System

d25 - Change in helium gas LJL U/L P 4 - The amount of helium gas in the - In operation, temperature in the
temperature gap layer is much smaller than gap layer can be estimated by

the volume of the SG sodium monitoring the pressure
side. because helium behaves as an

- Thus, this phenomenon hardly ideal gas.
affects pressure in the IHTS or - However, after failure of the
CDF of neighboring tubes. inner tube, helium gas is mixed

with water/steam and the
mixture gas will not behave as
an ideal gas. So the estimation
accuracy of temperature is
reduced.

- The accuracy depends on the
concentration of steam mixing
into the helium.

d26 Rupture pressure setpoint and L/L IJL K 5 - The amount of helium gas in the - Rupture pressure setpoint and
uncertainty gap layer is much smaller than uncertainty can be estimated

the volume of the SG sodium from design details.
side.

- Thus, this phenonenon hardly
affects pressure in the IHTS or
CDF of neighboring tubes.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

_Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D26 I Tubes affected by leak

d27 - Change in stress of neighboring H/M ML P 2 - Stress of neighboring tube has Stress on the tube is evaluated
tube direct influence on CDF. based on experimental

- The influence on stress is correlations [5-23].
smaller for a small leak than for However, some uncertainties
an intermediate leak, since the remain in those correlations, so
higher-temperature zone of the the evaluation becomes
jet, where the tube is exposed, is conservative [5-231.
smaller for a small leak.

- In the 2nd phase, the influence
becomes smaller, because the
temperature difference between
the water/steam side and the
sodium side becomes smaller.

d28 - Chemical effect M/H L/M P 2 - For an intermediate leak, - JAEA has substantial data
chemical effects, such as regarding chemical effects such
wastage affecting CDF, is as wastage obtained from
smaller than that for a small leak, SWAT tests [5-24] [5-25] [5-26].
because the length of the jet is - It is understood that the
longer than the pitch of the chemical effect from a small
tubes, leak is more severe than that

- For a small leak, the wastage from an intermediate leak.
rate would reach the maximum - Therefore, the extent of
value where the leading edge of chemical effect depends on the
the jet with the highest- leak rate.
temperature region focuses on - However, there are no data
the tube surface. including influence of the helium

- In the 2nd phase, the influence is gas in the gap layer.
reduced, because intensity of the
jet is reducing.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, NIA: Not applicable, KI Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure put on IHX boundary Ismall leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SOK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D26 j Tubes affected by leak

d29 - Impingement H/H M/M p 2 - Impingement of reaction jet - There are substantial data
provides a mechanical effect on regarding influence of
neighboring tubes. impingement [5-27] [5-28] [5-

- Some tubes are bent with jet 291.
impingement. According to - However, there are no data
existing data [5-27] [5-28] [5-29], about length of jet including
it is shown that extent of bending helium gas in gap layer.
does not depend on leak rate. - Hence, knowledge regarding

- Integrity of tubes is deteriorated impingement of jet with helium
due to the curvature, gas is limited.

d30 Temperature of inner tube H/L H/L P 2 - For an intermediate leak, the - Temperature of the inner tube
temperature of the inner tube can be estimated by solving
affects the temperature heat conduction equation and
conditions on tube directly which assuming boundary conditions
relates to the CDF evaluation, of steam/water side and sodium

- For a small leak, temperature of side.
the inner tube does not directly - However, thermal conductivity
affect the wastage rate which data are not obvious for high
relates to the CDF. temperatures over 800°C [5-7].

d31 Temperature of gap layer MIL M/L P 3 - For an intermediate leak, - Temperature of the gap layer
temperature of the inner tube can be estimated by solving the
affects creep stress to some heat conduction equation and
degree, which relates to the CDF assuming boundary conditions
evaluation, of steam/water side and sodium

- For a small leak, temperature of side.
the inner tube does not directly - However, thermal conductivity
affect the wastage rate, which data are not obvious for high
relates to the CDF. temperature and the available

data only exist under 800°C
[5-7].

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance

Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate
and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st i 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

___ D26 Tubes affected by leak

d32 - Temperature of outer tube H/L H/L P 2 For an intermediate leak, - Temperature of the outer tube
temperature of the outer tube can be estimated by solving
largely affects temperature heat conduction equation and
condition of the tubes which assuming boundary conditions
relates to the CDF evaluation, of stearn/water side and sodium

- In small leak rate, temperature of side.
outer tube does not directly - However, thermal conductivity
affect wastage which has some data are not obvious for high
influence on CDF. temperature and the available

data only exist under 800°C
[5-71.

d33 Pressure of gap layer L UL K 5 - When heat exchanger tubes are - Pressure of gap layer is
exposed to high-temperature jet, monitored by a pressure gauge.
pressure of gap layer increases.

- Creep stress, which affects CDF,
is mitigated, because the
pressure difference between gap
layer and inner tube becomes
smaller.

d34 - Change in components of mixture I/L IJL P 4 - Pressure of the gap layer affects - Gas composition of gap layer in
gas in gap layer creep stress, which relates to target tube is changed by inflow

CDF evaluation, of moisture from leak tube
- However, change in components through the header for the

of mixture gas has little influence helium gas.
on creep stress. - Change of moisture

concentration in the gap layer
can be estimated from
experimental data.

- Characteristics of the mixture
gas are unclear.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary Ismall leak)

Subsystem/ 1st _a2nd

Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

_ D26 Tubes affected by leak

d35 - Heat conduction of material LJL I/L P- For an intermediate leak, heat Thermal conductivity data are
conduction has an influence on not obvious for high temperature
temperature distribution of the and the available data only exist
inner and outer tubes, which is under 800*C [5-7].
related to CDF.

- However, dependency of thermal
conductivity is small within the
range of set uncertainty in the
sensitivity analysis.

- After burst of rupture disk, the
influence on CDF gets smaller,
because water/steam in SG tube
is blown down.

- For a small leak, temperature of
the tubes depends on heat
conduction and it would not
affect wastage.

d36 Heat transfer between sodium H/L M/L P 2 - For an intermediate leak, heat - JAEA has performed SWAT
and outer tube transfer between sodium and the tests with regard to sodium-

outer tube greatly affects water reaction [5-27] [5-28] [5-
temperature of inner and outer 29] [5-8],
tube. - In these studies, JAEA has

- Hence, it has large influence on obtained much data for
CDF. temperature, pressure, flow rate

- However, after burst of rupture etc.
disk, influence on CDF gets - The heat transfer coefficient can
smaller, because water/steam in be estimated from the data.
SG tube is blown down. However the SWAT data are

- For a small leak, heat transfer uncertain for the operating
between sodium and the outer conditions of 4S.
tube does not affect wastage.

- Therefore this phenomenon is
not important for a small leak.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D26 Tubes affected by leak
d37 - Heat transfer between inner tube HIL M/L P - For an intermediate leak, heat - JAEA has performed SWAT

and steam/water transfer between inner tube and tests with regard to sodium-
sodium-water greatly affects water reaction [5-27] [5-28] (5-
temperature of inner and outer 29] (5-8],
tube. - In these studies, JAEA has

- Hence, it has large influence on obtained much data for
CDF. temperature, pressure, flow rate

- However, after burst of rupture etc.
disk, influence on CDF gets - The heat transfer coefficient can
smaller, because water/steam in be estimated from the data.
SG tube is blown down. - However, the SWAT data are

- For a small leak, heat transfer uncertain for the operating
between steam/water and inner conditions of 4S.
tube does not affect wastage.

- This phenomenon is not
important for a small leak.

D27 Countermeasure facility to sodium-water reaction

d38 - Functional integrity of rupture disk H/H N/A K 5 - If rupture disk fails to open at the Functional integrity of rupture
(for SG) specified pressure, pressure in disk (for SG) can be evaluated

the IHTS keeps increasing, from design details.
- If rupture disk does not open,

2nd phase does not occur.

d39 - Functional integrity of rupture disk N/A LL K 5 - If rupture disk fail to open at the Functional integrity of rupture
(for SWR products storage tank) specified pressure, pressure in disk (for SWR products storage

the IHTS keeps increasing, tank) can be evaluated from
I _design details.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable. K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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Table 5.6-1. Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Steam generator tube failure

Importance
Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, (for Intermediate

and Pressure on IHX boundary /small leak)

Subsystem/ 1st 2nd
Code Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Ranking Rationale for Importance Ranking Rationale for SoK

D27 Countermeasure facility to sodium-water reaction

d40 - Functional integrity of SWR N/A UL K 5 - SWR products storage tank Functional integrity of SWR
products storage tank contains reaction products so products storage tank can be

that they are not released to evaluated from design details.
environment.

- If function of SWR products
storage tank fails due to full
blockage, pressure of IHTS
might increase.

d41 - Functional integrity of cyclone N/A L/L K 5 - SWR products storage tank Functional integrity of cyclone
separator in SWR products contains reaction products so separator in SWR products
storage tank that they are not released to storage tank can be evaluated

environment, from design details.
- Reaction products transported to

storage tank have nothing to do
with IHTS pressure or CDF,
because they would not
adversely flow into the IHTS
considering the pressure
balance.

d42 - Transport of sodium-water N/A M/M K 5 - Reaction products have some Whether sodium-water reaction
interaction products influence on function of the products are transported quickly

rupture disk. or not depends on the design of
- For example, piping before the system piping. Therefore, it can

rupture disk may be blocked by be estimated from design
reaction products. details.

d43 Functional integrity of igniter N/A L/L K 5 - Even if this function is failed, Functional integrity of igniter can
hydrogen only flows out into the be evaluated from design
environment. So, it has nothing details.
to do with IHTS pressure and
CDF.

Note:
H: High, M: Medium, L: Low, N/A: Not applicable, K: Known, P: Partially known, U: Unknown
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5.6.3 Organizing the Results

The purpose of this section is to organize the results obtained in subsection 5.6.2. The PIRT for
LF described in Section 4 identified some important phenomena for further investigation. This
PIRT also identifies important phenomena.

The definition for important phenomena is same as that for the PIRT for LF. That is, the priorities
are determined using a five-level scale by combining the relative importance of the phenomena
and the SoK, as shown in the matrix in Figure 4.5-1. In this figure, phenomena with importance
ranking "N/A" are excluded because their effect on the FoM is negligible.

Table 5.6-2 shows only the phenomena with Priorities of 2 and 3. In this PIRT, no phenomena
are assigned Priority 1. That means that there are no phenomena whose SoK is unknown for
this event.

As a result, the number of phenomena with Priority of 2 is 15 and the number of phenomena
with Priority of 3 is 3.

(1) Priority 2

(d09) Change in pressure (subassembly/component: sodium)

(dl0) Change in temperature (subassembly/component: sodium)

(d1l) Reaction area of mixture gas at failure position (subassembly/component: sodium)

(d12) Reaction production of mixture gas at failure position (subassembly/component:
sodium)

(d1 3) Reaction temperature of mixture gas at failure position (subassembly/component:
sodium)

(d16) Ratio of reaction products (subassembly/component: sodium)

(d19) Change in cover gas pressure (subassembly/component: cover gas system)

(d22) Concentration of hydrogen gas (subassembly/component: cover gas system)

(d27) Change in stress of neighboring tube (subassembly/component: tubes affected by
leak)

(d28) Chemical effect (subassembly/component: tubes affected by leak)

(d29) Impingement (subassembly/component: tubes affected by leak)
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(d30) Temperature of inner tube (subassembly/component: tubes affected by leak)

(d32) Temperature of outer tube (subassembly/component: tubes affected by leak)

(d36) Heat transfer between sodium and outer tube (subassembly/component: tubes
affected by leak)

(d37) Heat transfer between inner tube and steam/water (subassembly/component:
tubes affected by leak)

(2) Priority 3

(d14) Energy produced by an exothermic chemical reaction and absorbed energy of
mixture gas at failure position (subassembly/component: sodium)

(d17) Length of reaction jet (subassembly/component: sodium)

(d31) Temperature of gap layer (subassembly/component: tubes affected by leak)
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Table 5.6-2. Rearranged Final PIRT Results

Event: Accident of SG Tube Failure

Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, and
Pressure on IHX boundary Importance

1st 2nd
No. Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Code

- Highly ranked phenomena with partially known SoK

9 D23 Sodium Change in pressure H/M LUL P 2 d09

10 D23 Sodium Change in temperature HIM U/L P 2 dl0

11 D23 Sodium Reaction area of mixture gas at failure position H/H U/L P 2 dl1

12 D23 Sodium Reaction production of mixture gas at failure position H/H M/M P 2 d12

13 D23 Sodium Reaction temperature of mixture gas at failure position H/H H/H P 2 d13

16 D23 Sodium Ratio of reaction products H/H M/M P 2 d16

19 D24 Cover gas system Change in cover gas pressure H/M M/L P 2 d19

22 D24 Cover gas system Concentration of hydrogen gas H/H M/M P 2 d22

27 D26 Tubes affected by leak Change in stress of neighboring tube H/M M/L P 2 d27

28 D26 Tubes affected by leak Chemical effect M/H L/M P 2 d28

29 D26 Tubes affected by leak Impingement H/H M/M P 2 d29

30 D26 Tubes affected by leak Temperature of inner tube H/L H/L P 2 d30

32 D26 Tubes affected by leak Temperature of outer tube H/L M/L P 2 d32

36 D26 Tubes affected by leak Heat transfer between sodium and outer tube H/L M/L P 2 d36

37 D26 Tubes affected by leak Heat transfer between inner tube and steam/water H/L M/L P 2 d37
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Table 5.6-2. Rearranged Final PIRT Results (cont.)

Event: Accident of SG Tube Failure

Figures of Merit (FoM): CDF of neighboring tube, and
Pressure on IHX boundary Importance

1st 2nd

No. Subsystem/Component Phenomenon Phase Phase SoK Priority Code

- Moderately ranked phenomena with partially known SoK

14 D23 Sodium Energy produced by an exothermic chemical reaction and MIM M/M P 3 d14
absorbed energy of mixture gas at failure position_

17 D23 Sodium Length of reaction jet M/M M/M P 3 d17

31 D26 Tubes affected by leak Temperature of gap layer M/L M/L P 3 d31
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5.7 SUMMARY OF PIRT FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE EVENT

In Section 5.6, the phenomena are selected that have high or medium importance but for which
sufficient knowledge is lacking based on the results of the 4S PIRT. These phenomena need
further investigation to expand the knowledge of this event. Table 5.7-1 shows the phenomena
according to priority. The uncertainties of those phenomena ranked in high priority can be
reduced by investigation or/and theoretical evaluation such as analysis using detailed analysis
codes.
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Table 5.7-1. Identified Important Phenomena of SG Tube Failure Event

Priority I None currently identified

Priority 2 Change in pressure
and Change in temperature

Priority 3 Reaction area of mixture gas at failure position

Reaction production of mixture gas at failure position
Reaction temperature of mixture gas at failure position
Ratio of reaction products

Change in cover gas pressure
Concentration of hydrogen gas
Change in stress of neighboring tube
Chemical effect

Impingement
Temperature of inner tube
Temperature of outer tube
Heat transfer between sodium and outer tube
Heat transfer between inner tube and steam/water
Energy produced by an exothermic chemical reaction and absorbed energy of mixture gas at failure position
Length of reaction jet
Temperature of gap layer

Priority 4 25 phenomena currently are identified.
and However, further investigation is not planned.

Priority 5
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6 SUMMARY

This section summarizes the 4S PIRTs for LFs and SG tube failure event and describes the plan
for further investigation for the phenomena identified in Sections 4 and 5.

The purposes for application of the PIRT process were (1) to classify the expected phenomena
for 4S according to the importance and SoK, (2) to set the priority for further investigation to
improve the knowledge level, and (3) to clarify the contents of the further investigation to be
conducted according to those priorities.

6.1 SUMMARY OF PIRT FOR LOCAL FAULT EVENT

In the 4S PIRT, with regard to LFs in the core, three initiating events were selected from the
viewpoint of occurrence frequencies and consequences:

Enrichment error of one subassembly
Pin spacer failure (failure of two spacers)
Local blockage of subassembly by internal substance (failure of two fuel pins)

Two event time phases were taken into consideration because the importance of the
phenomena may vary within the same event, dependent on the plant status.

Rated operation phase
Transient phases (PLOF event)

"Fuel temperature," "cladding temperature," and "coolant temperature" were defined as the FoM

to establish the rankings for importance of the phenomena.

Fifty phenomena related to the selected event were identified.

The phenomena were ranked for relative importance using the following four levels according to
how much the phenomena affect the FoM.

High (H):
Medium (M):
Low (L):
Not applicable (N/A):

High impact on FoM
Moderate impact on FoM
Low impact on FoM
No or insignificant impact on FoM
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In addition, the phenomena were ranked for SoK using three levels.

Known (K): Small uncertainty in test data and analytical modeling

Partially Known (P): Moderate uncertainty in test data and analytical modeling

Unknown (U): Very limited or no knowledge and large uncertainty in test
data and analytical modeling

By using the PIRT results, the priority for further investigation to be implemented for each

phenomenon is specified according to a combination of the levels of importance and knowledge.
Five levels of priority are specified as shown in Figure 4.5-1.

Priority 1: Unknown (regardless of importance)
Priority 2: High importance/partially known
Priority 3: Medium importance/partially known
Priority 4: Low importance/partially known
Priority 5: Known (regardless of importance)

Here, 12 phenomena were ranked in either Priority 1, 2, or 3, and were selected as candidates
for further investigation. The total numbers were 0, 11, and 1 phenomena assigned to
Priorities 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The 12 phenomena were identified mainly because there is not enough knowledge, since the
4S fuel pin has a relatively large diameter and long length compared to that of existing fast
reactors. It is possible, however, to analyze these phenomena by modeling the 4S fuel pin with
detailed analysis codes such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. Those results would

be expected to enhance the SoK, and reduce the priority level of the identified phenomena.

6.2 SUMMARY OF PIRT FOR STEAM GENERATOR TUBE FAILURE EVENT

In the 4S PIRT for steam generator tube failure, two PIRTs were developed. One is the PIRT to

define the initiating event, and the other is the PIRT to treat the scenario after penetration
leakage of the tube occurs.

As a result of the former PIRT, the following combinations of failure locations and failure causes
were considered as initiating events with high occurrence frequency.

For inner tube:

Location: Tube/tube sheet weld zone, Cause: Thermal transient

Location: Tube-to tube weld zone, Cause: Dryout/DNB

For outer tube:

Location: Tube/tube sheet weld zone, Cause: Thermal expansion
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The results obtained from the latter PIRT are as follows.

To identify the relevant phenomena, the SG system of the 4S plant system was classified into
the following seven components/subcomponents:

Water steam system, tube with leak, sodium, cover gas system. Helium gas system,
tubes affected by leak, and sodium-water reaction pressure release system (SWRPS).

"CDF of neighboring tube" and "pressure on IHX boundary" were defined as the FoM to
establish the rankings for importance of the phenomena. These FoM were selected from the
viewpoint of the integrity of the primary cooling boundary.

The rankings for the importance level of phenomena and the SoK were established through the
following two steps.

1. Preliminary PIRT rankings were established based on information that was currently
available, including opinions of specialists.

2. The rankings were considered and re-evaluated in reference to the results of sensitivity
analyses.

The phenomena were ranked by relative importance and SoK, and were prioritized using the
same process used for the LF PIRT as described in Section 6.1.

As a result, 18 phenomena were ranked in either Priority 1, 2, or 3, and were selected for further
investigation. The total numbers were 0, 15, and 3 assigned to Priorities 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The 18 phenomena selected are roughly classified as follows:

Factors involved in the sodium-water reaction (change in pressure during sodium-water
reaction, change in temperature during sodium-water reaction, reaction area of mixture
gas at failure position, reaction production of mixture gas at failure position, reaction
temperature of mixture gas at failure position, initial pressure pulse at failure position, ratio
of reaction products, energy produced by an exothermic chemical reaction and absorbed
energy of mixture gas at failure position, and length of reaction jet)

Factors for cover gas (change in cover gas pressure, concentration of hydrogen gas)

Factors for neighboring tubes (change in stress of neighboring tube, chemical effect,
impingement, temperature of inner tube, temperature of outer tube, heat transfer between
sodium and outer tube, heat transfer between inner tube and steam/water, change in
stress of neighboring tube, chemical effect, impingement, temperature of inner tube,
temperature of outer tube, heat transfer between sodium and outer tube, heat transfer
between inner tube and steam/water, and temperature of gap layer)
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6.3 FUTURE PLAN

For further investigation, analyses using a detailed analysis code such as a CFD code or testing
would be beneficial to decrease the uncertainty of the phenomena with higher priority. Generic
measures considered for the phenomena subject to further investigation (Priority 1, 2, and 3) on
all 4S PIRTs are as follows.

Priority 1: No knowledge of the phenomena with this priority exists and the ranking result
of the importance itself might contain a large uncertainty. Therefore, theoretical evaluation
is not conducted and knowledge improvement shall be attempted only by testing. However,
some preliminary evaluations by analysis shall be conducted for the design of the test
facility. (As noted above, there are no Priority 1 phenomena resulting from the BDBA
PIRTs.)

Priorities 2 and 3: The uncertainty of the analysis model is not so large because the
phenomenon is partly known, and it can be said that these phenomena are generally
recognized. Therefore, detailed investigation using an analysis code is deemed more
appropriate and easier for improving knowledge, and shall be attempted as the initial
approach. If adequate results cannot be achieved by this approach, however,
implementation of testing as a second approach shall be considered.

As described above, the PIRTs described in this report were developed to be used when making
a concrete plan for future testing and theoretical evaluation. If new knowledge is obtained by
further investigation, the contents of the 4S PIRT will be improved and expanded. Also, the 4S
PIRT will aid in development and validation of the analysis code.
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APPENDIX A
ESTIMATION OF TIME TO TUBE RUPTURE IN THE

INTERMEDIATE LEAK RATE

The evaluation procedure is taken from the JAEA reports [A-1], [A-2], [A-31, and is shown in
Figure A-I. In the JAEA reports, evaluations of creep rupture at high temperature
(1000*C -1 200°C) are conducted. The procedure is as follows.

1. Evaluate the temperature distribution in the heat transfer tubes at steady state
2. Evaluate stress in the heat transfer tubes (thick cylinder model)
3. Determine creep damage

This Appendix shows the detailed procedures for estimation of time to tube rupture for an
intermediate leak rate.

Table A-1 and Figure A-2 show the specifications for the 4S SG tube, which are utilized in the
following discussion.

1. Evaluation of temperature distribution

A one-dimensional heat conduction equation is used to evaluate the temperature
distribution. The analysis model is shown in Figure A-3. Here, nine unknown variables are
solved with the following nine equations.

Q1 = 2hNa ro.27tt(TN, -TO) (A-1)

Q2 = 2X., irl(To - TI) (A-2)

In r°'2

Q3 = 2X2 7rl(T 3 - T2) (A-3)
In r°-

ri,2

Q4= 2k]--- tn(T4 - T3) (A-4)
In ri, 2

r,,

Q5 = 2h.,r,,, n1 (T3 - T".,) (A-5)

Q1 = Q2 (A-6)
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Q2 = Q3 (A-7)

Q3 = Q4 (A-8)

Q4 = Q5 (A-9)

Here, \ 1, A2, and / are the thermal conductivity of modified 9Cr-l Mo steel, effective thermal
conductivity of the gap, and unit length, respectively.

The input value of each radius is as follows from Table A-1.

Inner radius of inner tube r_il 9.500e-3m
Outer radius of inner tube r_i2 = 1.240e-2m
Inner radius of outer tube rol = 1.275e-2m
Outer radius of outer tube ro2 = 1.575e-2m

Then, A1, A2, hw, and hNa are necessary to evaluate unknown values.

The thermal conductivity A1 of modified 9Cr-i Mo steel is an important thermo-physical
property for heat conduction. There are no available data for thermal conductivity dealing
with high temperature, but the temperature of the outer surface of the tube is expected to
reach up to around 15000C, which is the maximum value obtained from SWAT test data
[A-1] by JAEA. To our knowledge, available data [A-2] are only for temperatures below
800'C, as shown in Figure A-4. Moreover, it is known that the phase transformation from
the a-phase to the y-phase takes place around 8000C - 9000C in modified 9Cr-I Mo steel.
However, there are also no data about how thermal conductivity behaves in higher
temperatures over 1000°C. Hence, it was decided to use the value of 27.6 W/tmK at
8000C, which is the maximum temperature addressed in the above report.

The effective thermal conductivity A2 at rated operation is about 23 W/m/K [A-4]. As shown
in Figure A-5, the effective thermal conductivity of the gap A2 tends to decrease as the
difference in average temperature between the inner and outer tube increases. For
example, the effective thermal conductivity of the gap A2 is 19.0 W/m/K, which is less than
A1 when the sodium temperature difference is 2000C. However, a larger A2 is a
conservative value. Hence, A2 is set to the same value as A,.

Mori-Nakayama's correlation for the superheated region is used to evaluate the heat
transfer rate between steam and the inner tube hw.
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h,=kg 1 Prg Re d T I 1+ 0.9 (A-1 )
d 26.2 Prg2 3-0.074 g {Doj Re d 2

Here, kg, d, Doo,, Prg, and Reg are the thermal conductivity of water at 453K and 10.49
MPa, inner diameter of tube, diameter of the helical coil, Prandtl number at 726K and
10.49 MPa, and Reynolds number at 453K and 10.5 MPa, respectively.

The value based on Figure A-6 shown in the JAEA report [A-3] is used to evaluate the

heat transfer coefficient between sodium and the outer tube hNa. As shown in Figure A-6,

the effective heat transfer coefficient decreases as temperature increases in the reaction
zone. In addition, Figure A-6 shows the envelope line as a conservative value. Here, the

captions T1 I** in Figure A-6 show the thermocouple values from the Run 19 test of SWAT-

3 carried out by JAEA.

Subsequently, the boundary conditions considered in this evaluation are as follows.

a. Steam side

The outlet temperature of the SG: T, = 4530C, which is the exit temperature of the

water/steam side and was set as the steam-side temperature.

b. Sodium side

The boiling point of NaOH, which is the product of sodium-water reaction:
TNa = 1552°C was set as the sodium side temperature.

This temperature is a conservative value because the maximum sodium

temperature measured in SWAT-3 was 1520 0C and it is difficult to assume a

temperature over the boiling point of NaOH.

Finally, the evaluation results for the temperature distribution are as follows:

To = 11530C
T, = 1021°C
T2 = 1004°C
Ti = 837°C
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The average temperature of the inner tube Tk used in the next step is obtained
from the following equation.

(T~-r2 ) _ _r2 _T

Trr 2 4 In i

fTrdr ,- r. (A-11)

Jrdr2 i

2

Hence, Tk is 928°C (1201 K).

2. Evaluation of stress in inner tube

A thick cylinder model is used for this evaluation. Equations used for calculating the stress
for the radial direction Or, circumferential direction ae, and axial direction a, at radius r are
as follows.

2' ••(1 -r22 / 2 )p. -,2 1- 2 r2)p )/(ri22 _ r2) (-12)

Co = (Q(,+r / r 2 )p/ -,rA(l + r 2 )Pb)/(2 --r ) (A-13)
or= +=r 2vip. i2 i2 2 1r r)-3

r=2.-_ ri2Pb1)/(ri2 -_ rn ) + Ese

=V( ) + 8 ) +EE (A-14)

Here, Pa, Pb, E, v, E,, ri, and rj2 are the steam-side pressure, gap layer pressure, Young's
modulus, Poisson ratio, axial strain, inner radius of the inner tube and outer radius of the
inner tube, respectively.

However, the unconstrained condition of a, = 0 is applied here, because the heat transfer
tubes are not constrained and stress due to axial heat expansion would not be generated.

Therefore, the actual stresses used to evaluate final creep damage are calculated from
the following two equivalent stresses, Mises's stress 0 Mr and Tresca's stress OTeq.

aMeq = [{Cr - CFO Y + (Cy. - a.)2 + (a, - ( )y }/21-1 (A-1 5)

0
yTeq =max(Car,aaacr)-min(cr,,oe,cr.) (A-16)

As a result of this evaluation, the following stresses 0
r and 0e were obtained with each

pressure and radius shown in Table A-1.
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ar = 10.5 MPa (A-17)

ae = 35.5 MPa (A-18)

Hence, aMeq and 0 ,Teq are as follows.

O'Meq = 41.7 MPa (A-19)

OTeq = 46.0 MPa (A-20)

Finally, the average stress in the inner tube a is as follows, which is the arithmetic mean of
aMeq and 'Teq.

a = 43.8 MPa (A-21)

3. Evaluation of creep damage

The physical quantity to be obtained at the end of this discussion is the time to creep
rupture failure. The equation using the Larson-Miller parameter is used for this evaluation
[A-5]. The Larson-Miller parameter for modified 9Cr-i Mo steel is classified by absolute
temperature Tk as follows.

For 973K: <Tk < 1073K

(Tk+100) (log (aR'tR)+C) = Ao -A1 log a (A-22)

For 1073K < Tk 5 1173K

1173 (log (aR'tR)+C) =Ao -A1 log a (A-23)

For 1173K < Tk5 1573K

Tk (log (aR'tR)+C) = Ao - A1 log a (A-24)

Here, tR, aR, a, and Tk are the time to failure, time factor, stress obtained in (2), and
average temperature in the inner tube (Kelvin units) obtained in (1), respectively.
Parameters C, A0, and A1 are empirical coefficients.

Tk is obtained as 1201K from the evaluation (1), so the equation of (A-24) is used. Here,
the following values are used as input for the Larson-Miller parameter for modified
9Cr-1 Mo steel.

aR = 3 (Conservative value)

A0 = 27473
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A1 = 8555

C = 14.02

Finally, the following value is obtained as the time to rupture.

tR = 5.5x10 3 S

Therefore, the time to failure of the inner tube from an overheating rupture has been
obtained. From this result, it can be said that the function of the SG system and the
intermediate system would be kept intact, if the time to burst of the rupture disk is shorter

than 5.5x10 3s. However, in fact, the time needed for blowdown must also be considered.
Therefore, if ["time to rupture" > ("time to burst of rupture disk" + "time needed for

blowdown")], the system would remain intact. Figure A-7 shows the relation between the

time to overheating rupture and the time needed for blowdown.

Here, the time from water leakage initiation to burst of the rupture disk due to sodium-
water reaction is considered using analysis code. As a result of this calculation, the

relationship between the time to bursting of the rupture disk and the water leak rate is
obtained as shown in Figure A-8. It can be seen from Figure A-8 that the relation between

the time to bursting the rupture disk and the water leak rate is almost linear in a
logarithmic scale, and the time to bursting of the rupture disk is less than 500 s in the
range of the intermediate leak rate. Hence, even if the time of blowdown is designed to be

500 s, the system would remain intact unless the time to tube failure is less than 1000 s.
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Table A-1. Specifications for 4S SG

Heat transfer tube

Material Modified 9Cr-lMo steel

Number of tube 52 (including 5 tubes for plug)

Outer diameter of outer tube (mm) 31.5

Outer diameter of inner tube (mm) 24.8

Thickness (Inner/wire mesh layer/outer) (mm) 2.9/0.35/3.0

Pressure (MPa)

Water/steam side 10.5

Wire mesh layer 1.0

Sodium side 0.5

Temperature (0C) Inlet/Outlet

Water/steam side 210/453

Sodium side 485/310

Flow rate (t/h)

Water/steam side 46

Sodium side 482

Helical coil

Inside diameter (mm) 900

Outside diameter (mm) 1600

Number of layers 8
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Temperature
distribution in heat

transfer tubes

Stress
in heat transfer tubes

Ir
Creep damage

Figure A-1. Evaluation Procedure for Intermediate Leak Rate Case
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outer tube diameter
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Outside diameter

Figure A-2. Each Diameter in SG Tube and Helical Coil
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Gap:Inner tube:

Figure A-3. Analysis Model to Calculate Temperature Distribution
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Figure A-4. Thermal Conductivity of Mod. 9Cr-l Mo Steel
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Figure A-5. Equivalent Thermal Conductivity of Wire Mesh-Filled DWT
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Figure A-6. Correlation between Temperature in Reaction Zone and Effective Heat
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Figure A-7. Relation between Time to Tube Failure and Time of Blowdown
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Figure A-8. Relation between Time to Burst of Rupture Disk and Water Leak Rate
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